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Abstract— Multipath routing is useful for networks to achieve
load sharing among multiple routing paths. Multipath BGP (M-
BGP) is a technique to realize inter-domain multipath routing by
enabling a BGP router to install multiple equally-good routes to
a destination prefix. Most of previous works did not distinguish
between intra-domain and inter-domain multipath routing. In
this paper, we present a measurement study on the deployment
of M-BGP in a large Internet service provider (ISP) network.
Our method combines control-plane BGP measurements using
Looking Glasses (LG), and data-plane traceroute measurements
using RIPE Atlas. We focus on Hurricane Electric (AS6939)
because it is a global ISP that connects with hundreds of major
exchange points and exchanges IP traffic with thousands of
different networks. And more importantly, we find that this ISP
has by far the largest number of M-BGP deployments among
autonomous systems with LG servers. Specifically, Hurricane
Electric has deployed M-BGP with 512 of its peering ASes at
58 PoPs around the world, including many top ASes and content
providers. We also observe that most of its M-BGP deployments
involve IXP interconnections. Our work provides insights into
the latest deployment of M-BGP in a major ISP network and
it highlights the characteristics and effectiveness of M-BGP as a
means to realize load sharing.

Index Terms—Multipath BGP, Internet, Looking Glass, tracer-
oute, multipath routing, RIPE Atlas, IXP

I. INTRODUCTION

Multipath routing helps a network obtain higher capacity
and performance through load balancing, improve the time-
liness of their response to path changes, and enhance their
resilience and security in the face of failures and attacks [1].
Various approaches have been proposed both to enable multi-
path routing [2], [3], and measure the deployment of multipath
routes in the Internet [4]–[6]. However, most of the existing
studies [4]–[8] either focused on intra-domain routing, or did
not distinguish between intra-domain and inter-domain links.

A key challenge with multipath inter-domain routing is to
make the technique compatible with existing BGP semantics
and BGP routers [1]. Today, most major router vendors,
including Juniper, Cisco [9], and Huawei, support Multipath
BGP (M-BGP) to enable load sharing between inter-domain
paths of equal cost. Specifically, when a BGP router learns
multiple eBGP paths from the same peering AS to a prefix with
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equal preference metrics (e.g. Weight and LocPref), length
and MED values, it installs all of these paths together in the
routing table instead of trying additional tie-breaking metrics.
Load sharing can be realized per-destination using a hash
of the IP headers. M-BGP differs from the other multipath
routing techniques in that the multiple equally-good paths are
learnt from the same peering AS; and they are for the same
destination prefix, not for the same destination IP.

Aside from limited M-BGP approaches supported by the
existing router deployments, the fact that the feature is optional
and its application happens only for paths with no tie-breakers
in the BGP path selection process, means that its actual de-
ployment and impact on the inter-domain paths is obscure. The
difficulty in measuring M-BGP paths has been exacerbated
by the difficulties in pinpointing the inter-domain borders in
traceroute paths. Despite over a decade of research in IP-to-AS
mapping, accurate border mapping is still a challenge [10]–
[15]. As a result, to the best of our knowledge there has not
been measurement studies on the deployment of M-BGP.

In this paper, we present a first step toward this direction
by implementing a measurement methodology that combines
control-plane BGP measurements using Looking Glasses, and
data-plane traceroute measurements over RIPE Atlas [16].

We focus on Hurricane Electric (AS6939) because its LG
server provides access to border routers across hundreds of
Points-of-Presence (PoPs) where it establishes inter-domain
connectivity and it also hosts active RIPE Atlas probes at
overlapping locations. In particular, we executed BGP queries
to 112 border routers of Hurricane Electric to obtain the
peering ASes connected to Hurricane Electric via multiple
neighbor addresses. We then queried a number of /24 prefixes
that originate from each of these peering ASes. At last we
identified the M-BGP deployment from the responses. In this
paper, we only consider prefixes with length of /24 and peering
ASes with multiple neighbor addresses via IXPs. Hence our
results provide a lower bound on Hurricane Electric’s deploy-
ment of M-BGP.

Our findings reveal a wide deployment of M-BGP in Hurri-
cane Electric. Overall it deploys M-BGP with 512 peering
ASes at 58 PoPs – more than half of queried PoPs. We
discover that most of its M-BGP deployments involve IXPs
interconnections. 82.8% of the M-BGP deployments involve
2 inter-domain, alternative routes, 8.7% involve 3 routes, and978-3-903176-27-0 ©2020 IFIP



8.4% involve 4 routes. We have not observed any deployments
involving more than 4 routes. Those with more than two routes
typically involve large Content Provider Networks (CDNs),
such as Apple, Cloudflare, or Microsoft.

We then execute a traceroute campaign to study the data-
plane behavior of M-BGP load sharing for paths with overlap-
ping locations of RIPE Atlas probes and LG vantage points.
The traceroute data show that when M-BGP is deployed,
the use of multiple inter-domain links is split almost equally
between the number of IPs in the destination prefix. The egress
link selected for each destination IP remains stable across our
measurement period of 4 days indicating that the same per-
flow load sharing algorithm is used across all border routers.
This observation also highlights that M-BGP differs from other
multipath routing techniques in that it distributes traffic to IP
addresses in the same destination prefix onto different inter-
domain links while maintaining a fixed routing path to each
IP address.

The techniques and results we present in this paper provide
a first step toward developing a more thorough understanding
of M-BGP deployment. We believe that our contributions
are relevant to industry stakeholders, Internet engineers and
researchers who can apply our techniques to assess the impact
of M-BGP on performance, BGP dynamics and the routing
behavior under conditions of stress.

II. MULTIPATH ROUTING

Detection of different IP-level routing paths between a pair
of hosts has been the basis for the study of ‘anomalies’ and
‘routing dynamics [17]’. There was a considerable effort to
characterise [18]–[21] and predict changing patterns of routing
paths [22], [23]. While some of the observed different routing
paths could indeed be due to anomalies or routing dynamics,
it is now understood that many of them could be legitimate
routes due to multipath routing [24], [25]. Indeed, in recent
years network operators and service providers increasingly
utilize multipath routing for traffic load balancing and load
sharing to improve performance and resilience [2]. Multipath
routing has attracted significant research attention, with pro-
posals that span different layers, protocols, and techniques [3].

Augustin et al. [6] presented one of the first measurement
studies of multipath routing by developing the Multipath
Detection Algorithm (MDA) to identify diamond-shaped IP-
level routing paths in traceroute data. Their work focused
mostly within the boundary of a domain and as they remarked
“the traditional concept of a single network path between hosts
no longer holds”. MDA was first proposed in [26] to detect
multipath routing from a single source and a single destination.
It used Paris traceroute and adapted the number of probes to
send hop by hop, in order to find as many load balancing
behaviors as possible. It was then improved with a number of
follow-up modifications [5], [27].

Recently, a number of research works have extended MDA
to improve the completeness of load balancing identification in
traceroute paths and reduce the measurement cost. Vermeulen
et al. [7] introduced D-Miner to discover load-balanced paths

at scale by utilizing the high-speed probing techniques of
Yarrp [28]. Almeida et al. [8] proposed Multipath Classifica-
tion Algorithm (MCA) to identify and classify load balancing
in the Internet. Specifically, it extended the existing formalism
and router model of [27], and the discovery techniques of [6] to
capture paths that relied on arbitrary per-packet load balancing.

In addition to the above works based on active traceroute
probing, researches also studied multipath routing and routing
diversity based on existing traceroute datasets. Vanaubel et
al. [29] proposed the Label Pattern Recognition algorithm
for analyzing traceroute data (from CAIDA Archipelago [30])
with Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) information,
which provided insights into transit path diversity in an ISP’s
network. Iodice et al. [31] reported that a large percentage
of traceroutes from RIPE Atlas exhibit a periodic behavior,
where a small amount of path changes were related to MPLS
and load balancing.

The multipath routing or load balancing behavior studied in
the above-mentioned studies did not distinguish intra-domain
from inter-domain links. Our work studies the load balancing
on inter-domain links and in particular the deployment of
Multipath-BGP, which differs from these multipath routing in
installing multiple equally good paths to the same destination
prefix learnt from the same peering AS.

In terms of inter-domain routing, Giotsas et al. introduced
the Constrained Facility Search algorithm, which used topol-
ogy data from different levels of abstractions to map IP con-
nectivity to PoPs [32]. Motamedi et al. [33] presented the mi2

(mapping Internet interconnections) algorithm that improved
PoP mapping through more accurate identification of inter-
domain borders. Nur and Tozal [24] presented the cross-AS
topology maps and defined the cross-border interfaces to study
relevant topological properties. However, the above works
focused on Internet mapping or topological properties, lacking
of knowledge on how the diverse inter-domain connectivity
was used in multipath routing. The closest work to ours is by
Mok et al. [25], which studied the load-balancing behavior
on inter-domain links by YouTube with data-plane data, i.e.,
traceroute data. Our work focuses on studying the deployment
of M-BGP with control-plane data provided by LG server and
data-plane measurements on RIPE Atlas.

III. MULTIPATH BGP (M-BGP)

By default, BGP requires that for each prefix a single “best”
path should be installed in the routing table to be used for
traffic forwarding and be advertised to the BGP sessions [34].
To rank all the available paths BGP uses a multi-step decision
process that examines a series of attributes in strict order.
While the actual metrics may differ across different vendors,
almost all major deployments consider the Local Preference,
the AS path length and the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED)
values as part of their path selection process. Local Preference
(LocPref) is a numerical value that can be set arbitrarily for
each path to denote the preference of a route. The path with the
highest LocPref value will be selected as the most preferable
and will be installed in the routing table. LocPref is assigned



Fig. 1. Example of LG response to the command of show ip bgp route detail

locally to a router and is not propagated through BGP updates.
If two routes have equal LocPref values, the path with the
shortest path, namely the smallest number of AS hops, will be
preferred. If both LocPref and path length cannot determine
the best path, BGP continues the path selection process by
checking the protocol through which a value is received, and
then prefers paths with the lowest MED value if they are
received from the same AS neighbor.

Although not defined in the original standard, most major
router vendors, including Juniper, Cisco [9], and Huawei,
have added optional support for multipath BGP in the case
of Equal Cost Multipath Routing (ECMP). If multipath BGP
is activated, when there are multiple equally good eBGP
paths learnt from the same peering AS, and all the first
six attributes of the BGP decision process (i.e., LocPref,
AS Path, Origin, MED, eBGP/iBGP, and Metric) have the
same value, instead of comparing the Router ID as a last-
resort tie-breaker, multipath BGP allows the router to install
more than one paths learnt from different border routers. The
maximum-paths configuration controls the number of paths
to be used.

Load sharing can then happen per-destination using a hash
of the IP headers, or per-packet using balanced or weighted
round robin [35]. While per-packet load balancers have been
found to be less frequent [6]–[8], their deployment may have
been underestimated in the past [8]. The default M-BGP
deployment uses a per-destination hash function, therefore
M-BGP provides per-flow load sharing among different IP
destinations in the same IP prefix. The amount of traffic or the
available link capacities are not considered in the default load
sharing functionality of M-BGP. Nonetheless, operators are
able to override the default M-BGP behavior and implement
either weighted load-sharing to reflect link capacities, or per-
packet load balancing.

The studies on M-BGP are limited in literature. Valera
et al. [1] explained the motivations to apply M-BGP and
discussed some alternatives to M-BGP for achieving multipath
routing. Therefore, while M-BGP is the de-facto technique to
achieve load balancing between ASes, we lack insights with
regards to the level of its deployment in the Internet.

IV. LOOKING GLASS ANNOUNCEMENTS OF M-BGP

Despite the extensive work in the enumeration of multipath
routes in traceroute paths, distinguishing inter-domain from

intra-domain multipath routing can be particularly challeng-
ing due to the difficulties in identifying the border routers
between ASes. Traditionally, IP-to-AS mapping has been used
to detect pairs of consecutive IP hops that belong in different
ASes, and infer the AS border at these IPs. In recent years
a number of border mapping techniques have found that
such border identification can lead to inaccurate mapping
since neighboring ASes may number their interfaces with IPs
of neighboring ASes [14], [15]. Accordingly, novel border
mapping techniques have been introduced to address these
issues with bdrmapIT [13] considered as the state-of-the-
art. However, recent works have found that even bdrmapIT
can lead to erroneous border identification [36]. Therefore,
identifying M-BGP through traceroutes alone can lead to a
non-trivial amount of false-positives.

To alleviate this issue, we utilize Looking Glasses which
can provide a direct and reliable source of information on M-
BGP deployment, since they allow to query directly the BGP
configuration and routing table of border routers, and obtain
BGP information beyond what is propagated through BGP
updates in RouteViews [37] and RIPE RIS collectors.

A. Looking Glass (LG) servers

Many network operators host LG servers, which provide
Web-based interfaces to allow non-privileged execution of
network commands (e.g., traceroute, ping, and BGP) at one
or more border routers for network measurement and diagno-
sis [38]. LG servers enable researchers and network operators
to study a network’s performance from the perspective within
the network. Different LG servers may provide different sets
of commands. LG routing data, along with other data sources
like RouteViews [37], have been widely used in studies on the
Internet topology and path diversity [38]–[41]. More recently
the Periscope platform was proposed [42] to unify LG servers
with publicly accessible querying API and to support on-
demand measurements.

In January 2020, more than 1,200 ASes have LG servers
distributed across the world, including many top-ranked ASes
[43], [44].

B. Identifying M-BGP in LG announcement

Some LG servers provide information on whether and how
an AS deploys M-BGP with its peering ASes in responses to
the command show ip bgp detail <IP address>.



TABLE I
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BORDER ROUTERS

OF HURRICANE ELECTRIC.

Number of with M-BGP

border routers deployment

North America 55 24
United States 47 19

Canada 8 5

Europe 40 26
Germany 5 4

United Kingdom 3 2

France 2 2

Other 30 18

Asia 6 4
Other 11 4

Total 112 58

Figure 1 shows an example response from tor1, a border
router of Hurricane Electric. There are two different routes (the
two ‘Next Hops’ 198.32.181.46 and 206.108.34.48) towards
the same destination prefix (142.46.150.0/24 in Hydro One).
They are labelled with status codes of “M” and “E”, meaning
these are multipath routes (M) learnt via external BGP (E).
Both routes have the same values for all routing metrics, in-
cluding LocPref, Weight and Path. Such LG response provides
the ground-truth that Hurricane Electric deploys M-BGP with
the peering AS Hydro One at the border router tor1.

V. CASE STUDY ON HURRICANE ELECTRIC (AS6939)

To reveal more details on the M-BGP deployment, we
conducted a thorough analysis of the Hurricane Electric con-
nectivity.

Hurricane Electric’s LG lg.he.net covers border routers in
112 PoPs. As shown in Table I, these PoPs are located in
43 countries around the world. They support ping, traceroute,
BGP route, BGP summary (IPv4) and BGP summary (IPv6).
As a first step, we only study M-BGP on IPv4.

A. Identifying M-BGP

The LG command of show ip bgp detail <IP
address> requires a target IP address as a parameter, so
we need to compile a list of targets.

We first query each of Hurricane Electric’s border routers
with the command show ip bgp summary to obtain the
BGP connectivity of Hurricane Electric at each of the cor-
responding locations. The command returns a summary table
with the ASNs of the BGP neighbors and the addresses of
the remote IP interfaces through which the BGP session is
established. Figure 2 is an example table from the border router
tor1, listing the information about each peering AS at this
router. We find out whether a peering AS is connected via
IXP by cross-checking a neighbor address and the peering AS
using PeeringDB [45] data.

Fig. 2. Example of LG response to the command show ip bgp summary.
Each red rectangle highlights an example of a peering AS with multiple
neighbor addresses.
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Fig. 3. List of 112 border routers of Hurricane Electric (AS6939). The border
routers are ordered by the number of peering ASes at each router. Most of
the ASes are peered via IXP. All M-BGP deployments involve IXP.

Figure 3 shows the number of peering ASes connected
at each of the 112 border routers of Hurricane Electric. In
total, Hurricane Electric is peering with 5,868 unique ASes,
of which 4,622 ASes are peered at 97 border routers via
IXPs. This result highlights the role of IXPs in providing
interconnection between AS peers. Note that a peering AS
may be counted by a set of border routers.

Then, we search for those peering ASes with multiple
Neighbor Addresses in the bgp summary (such as AS19752,
AS21834 and AS22616 highlighted in Figure 2), which means
Hurricane Electric has multiple inter-domain border links to
each of these peering ASes and this is the condition for
multiple paths to be tied before M-BGP is installed.

For each of these peering ASes, we obtain the list of prefixes
from BGP announcement provided by RouteViews [37] in
March 2020. For simplicity, we only study /24 prefixes because
(1) /24 prefixes are the most common prefixes installed in BGP
routing, e.g. around 60% of prefixes in the RouteViews data
are /24 prefixes; and (2) more importantly, our purpose is to
find any evidence of M-BGP deployment with a peering AS,
where any of the peering AS’s prefixes can provide sufficient
evidence, regardless of its size.

lg.he.net
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Fig. 4. List of 509 peering ASes of Hurricane Electric (AS6939). The
ASes are ordered by their customer cone size. Also shown is the number
of AS6939’s border routers with M-BGP deployment for each peering AS.
For example, Yahoo (AS10310) has a customer cone size of 41; its CAIDA
AS rank is 754; and Hurricane Electric deploys M-BGP with Yahoo at 30
border routers.

Finally, we query each of Hurricane Electric’s bor-
der routers using command show ip bgp detail <IP
address>, where IP address is set as x.x.x.1 for each
of the obtained destination prefixes of a peering AS. From
each response, we identify whether M-BGP is deployed with
the peering AS at the border router towards the destination
prefix as explained in Section IV-B. Note that peering ASes
announce different numbers of prefixes. For each peering AS,
our query stops as soon as any of its prefix is identified as
having M-BGP, because M-BGP should be activated for every
prefix learnt through the same set of neighbor interfaces.

B. Results

Querying the LG server is time-consuming because we
should avoid violating the querying rate limitation set by
Hurricane Electric. By the time we write this paper, we have
identified 950 cases of M-BGP deployment by Hurricane
Electric with 512 (around 9% in 5,868) peering ASes at 58
border routers. Figure 3 plots in red the number of peering
ASes with M-BGP deployment at each border router. Note
that a peering AS may be deployed with M-BGP for different
prefixes at a set of border routers. Table I shows the 58 border
routers with M-BGP deployment are distributed around the
world.

Figure 4 plots 509 of the peering ASes with M-BGP
deployment, ranked by the size of their customer cone [46]
(in red). The customer cone of an AS is the set of all ASes
that the AS can reach via customer links, including customers
of its customers, recursively. The size of customer cone can
be used as a measure of an AS’s influence [46] and is used
by CAIDA to rank ASes [47]. These ASes are in four groups
by their AS ranks in CAIDA’s AS Rank data [47], with the
numbers of ASes in each group 22, 75, 52, and 360, suggesting
Hurricane Electric deploys M-BGP widely with its peering
ASes among different rank groups. Note that 3 (= 512−509)
ASes are missing in the plot because the data snapshot [47]
we use does not provide the information for them. The plot

TABLE II
THE 10 HIGHEST RANKED PEERING ASES WITH M-BGP DEPLOYED AT

BORDER ROUTERS OF HURRICANE ELECTRIC (AS6939).

CAIDA Customer # of AS6939

AS AS cone border routers

Rank Number size AS Name with M-BGP

8 13101 18,372 ennit server GmbH 2

12 6461 9,368 Zayo Bandwidth 1

16 9002 6,366 RETN Limited 1

22 12389 3,415 PJSC Rostelecom 1

28 3216 2,691 PJSC “Vimpelcom” 1

33 6830 2,204 Liberty Global B.V. 1

40 8359 1,867 MTS PJSC 3

41 286 1,705 KPN B. V. 1

42 58453 1,601 China Mobile 3

51 41095 1,198 IPTP LTD 3
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Fig. 5. Relation between the number of border routers and the number of
peering ASes with M-BGP deployment in Hurricane Electric.

also shows in black the number of border routers where each
peering AS is deployed with M-BGP. We can observe from the
figure that the low rank ASes are more likely to be deployed
with M-BGP at multiple border routers, suggesting Hurricane
Electric’s richer connection to low-rank ASes than to top-rank
ASes. Table II lists the 10 highest ranked peering ASes with
M-BGP deployment.

Figure 5 shows the relation between the number of border
routers and the number of peering ASes with M-BGP deploy-
ment. Figure 5(a) shows that 407 peering ASes are deployed
with M-BGP at one border router, and 105 (= 512−407) peer-
ing ASes are deployed with M-BGP at multiple border routers.
Among the peering ASes, Yahoo (AS10310) is deployed with
M-BGP at the largest number of border routers (30), which
is also labelled in Figure 4. Figure 5(b) shows that Hurricane



Electric at 8 border routers with only one peering AS, while it
deploys M-BGP with multiple peering ASes at 50 (= 58− 8)
border routers. Among the border routers, sto1 and par2
are both deployed M-BGP to the most (75) peering ASes.

Among the 950 cases of M-BGP deployment, 787 (82.8%)
cases are with 2 inter-domain links, 83 (8.7%) cases are
with 3 inter-domain and 80 (8.4%) cases are with 4 inter-
domain links. Moreover, M-BGP paths with more than 2 inter-
domain links are predominantly through large CDNs who have
elevated capacity requirements. Our results confirm previous
studies that found that the so-called Internet hyper-giants
rely increasingly on IXPs as part of their content delivery
backbone [48], [49].

In summary, our result suggests that Hurricane Electric has
deployed M-BGP widely, with around 9% of its peering ASes
at more than half of its border routers distributed around the
world. We confirm the vital role IXPs play in Hurricane Elec-
tric’s peering fabric and deployment of M-BGP. Note that we
only consider prefixes of length /24 provided by RouteViews
and peering ASes with multiple neighbor addresses via IXP.
Thus, our result provides a lower bound of Hurricane Electric’s
M-BGP deployment.

VI. TRACEROUTE MEASUREMENT OF M-BGP
DEPLOYMENT IN HURRICANE ELECTRIC

This section introduces our traceroute measurement for
revealing more details on Hurricane Electric’s deployment of
M-BGP.

A. RIPE Atlas traceroute measurement

Among the existing traceroute data or projects (e.g., RIPE
Atlas, CAIDA Archipelago (Ark) [30] and iPlane [50]), we
use RIPE Atlas for our traceroute measurement. RIPE Atlas
has deployed probes within Hurricane Electric, which enables
us to probe from Hurricane Electric and ensures the traceroute
paths will traverse the border routers.

At the time we started the measurement, Hurricane Electric
had three actively connected RIPE Atlas probes (IPv4) located
in the United States, Canada and Iran. Because of the hot-
potato rule, we expected traceroute sources to be geograph-
ically close to border routers with M-BGP deployment. We
chose the probes in the United States (in Milpitas, CA,
near border router sjc2 in San Jose, CA) and Canada (in
Hamilton, near border router tor1 in Toronto). We did not
use the probe in Iran because it is geographically far away
from any border routers with M-BGP deployment.

The destination prefixes are those identified with M-
BGP deployment in the peering ASes to sjc2 and tor1.
We ran traceroute to each IP address (from x.x.x.1
to x.x.x.254) in the destination prefix. Each source-
destination pair was probed 50 times with 7-minute interval
in February 2020. We use RIPE Atlas default settings, namely
ICMP and Paris traceroute [51] variation 16.

B. IP-to-AS mapping

From traceroute raw data, we use IP-to-AS mapping to
locate border routers. There are many existing methods (e.g.
bdrmapIT [13], bdrmap [14], and MAP-IT [15]) and public
datasets (e.g., MaxMind [52] and Team Cymru [53]). As
mentioned in Section IV, these methods and datasets can be
inaccurate on border identification. But here we do not use
them to identify M-BGP; rather we use IP-to-AS mapping to
analyse traceroute data for M-BGP cases that we have already
identified based on the ground-truth from LG queries. Also,
to increase confidence, we only accept result agreed by both
bdrmapIT and RIPEstat Data API [54].

bdrmapIT takes traceroute raw data as input, and integrates
other datasets to conduct IP-to-AS mapping. The required
datasets include prefixes announced by ASes (from Route-
Views), IXP data (from PeeringDB [45]), customer cone data
[46], AS relationship data [47] and AS-to-organization data
[55] (from CAIDA). The output of bdrmapIT is the AS that
manages the router that an IP address (of an ingress interface)
belongs to. In our traceroute data, bdrmapIT maps an IXP’s
IP to the AS of the next hop IP on the traceroute.

RIPEstat returns the AS that an IP belongs to. Normally,
when an IP belongs to an IXP, RIPEstat does not provide an
AS number for it. For example, according to RIPEstat, we
obtain the IP-to-AS mapping result for an IP segment IP1−
IP2−IP3 as IP1(AS1)−IP2(?)−IP3(AS2). Therefore, it
is highly likely that IP2 belongs to an IXP. We rely on IXP data
from PeeringDB and the following process for confirmation.
(1) If IP2 belongs to a member AS of an IXP, it is mapped

to the member AS (normally AS2); otherwise, go to (2).
(2) If IP2 belongs in an IXP’s own prefix, it is mapped to the

AS of the next hop IP (in this example IP2 is mapped to
AS2). Otherwise, the mapping is failed and this traceroute
data is discarded. Note that in our study the traceroute is
carried out between AS1 and AS2 (i.e., Hurricane Electric
and one of its peering ASes), so it is impossible for IP2
to belong to a third member AS of the IXP.

Both bdrmapIT and RIPEstat can not map all IPs to ASes. In
our study, they reach an agreement for 98% of the overlapped
IPs that both can successfully map. We only use the overlapped
and agreed IP-to-AS mapping result for our analysis.

If two consecutive IPs on a traceroute path are mapped
to different ASes, we use these IPs to represent (logically)
an inter-domain border link, connecting between two border
routers of two peering ASes, which are called nearside AS
and farside AS.

C. Two types of M-BGP deployment

All the M-BGP deployment studied in this paper are estab-
lished through IXPs. Thus, a relevant traceroute path traverses
firstly the nearside IP in Hurricane Electric, then an IP in
an IXP and finally a farside IP in the farside AS, where the
IXP’s IP is mapped to the farside AS as the result of IP-to-AS
mapping used in this paper (see Section VI-B). This means
the Next Hops or the Neighbor Addresses in the response of



TABLE III
TWO TYPES OF M-BGP DEPLOYED IN HURRICANE ELECTRIC. FOR EACH EXAMPLE CASE, WE RUN TRACEROUTE MEASUREMENTS FROM A RIPE ATLAS
PROBE IN HURRICANE ELECTRIC (SOURCE) TO EACH IP IN THE DESTINATION PREFIX IN A NEIRGHBOR AS. THE TRACEROUTE REVEALS THE NEARSIDE

IPS (INGRESS INTERFACES OF NEARSIDE BORDER ROUTER), IXP IPS, FARSIDE IPS AND THE PERCENTAGE OF ROUTES (%) TO THE IP ADDRESSES
ALLOCATED ON EACH OF BORDER LINKS. FIGS. 6 AND 7 ILLUSTRATE THE TOPOLOGY AND ROUTING FOR CASES 1 AND 3.

M-BGP Case Traceroute Border
Nearside IPs IXP name IXP IPs: routes% Farside IPs: routes%

Destination

Type No. source router ASN & prefix

1 65.49.77.70 sjc2
184.105.213.157 Equinix 206.223.117.58: 50.0% X: 199.230.0.190: 50.0% AS14630

Parallel
72.52.92.246 San Jose 206.223.117.57: 50.0% Y: 199.230.0.182: 50.0% 142.148.224.0/24

2 65.49.77.70 sjc2
184.105.213.157 Equinix 206.223.117.18: 50.0% 64.16.254.8: 48.4% AS63440

72.52.92.246 San Jose 206.223.116.110: 50.0% 64.16.254.2: 50.0% 192.76.120.0/24

A: 74.122.191.5 : 19.5%

184.105.213.157 206.223.116.50: 49.5% B: 74.122.191.25: 12.6%

3 65.49.77.70 sjc2
Equinix C: 74.122.191.35: 17.4% AS15211

San Jose D: 74.122.191.7 : 18.2% 74.122.186.0/24

Divergent
72.52.92.246 206.223.116.49: 50.5% E: 74.122.191.27: 11.0%

F: 74.122.191.37: 21.3%

Equinix
198.32.181.46: 50.3%

142.47.202.50: 25.1%

4 209.51.186.5 tor1 209.51.161.49
Toronto 142.47.203.14: 25.2% AS19752

TorIX 206.108.34.48: 49.7%
142.47.202.50: 24.0% 142.46.150.0/24

142.47.203.14: 25.7%
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Fig. 6. Illustrations of topology and routing of a Parallel-type M-BGP deployment between Hurricane Electric and Invesco Group (Case 1 in Table III).
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Fig. 7. Illustrations of topology and routing of a Divergent-type M-BGP deployment between Hurricane Electric and Square (Case 3 in Table III)



LG commands are actually IP addresses of interfaces of the
IXP sitting between the nearside AS and the farside AS.

Based on the traceroute data, we classify the identified M-
BGP deployment into two types: parallel and divergent. Table
III lists the details of four cases, two in each type. Cases
1-3 are all from the same source IP (i.e., the same RIPE
Atlas probe), hence the same border router and the same
nearside IPs. Case 4 is from a different source IP (i.e., another
RIPE Atlas probe), thus a different border router and different
nearside IPs. We illustrate the topology and traffic for Cases
1 and 3 in Figures 6-7, separately.

Table III shows two cases of the parallel type M-BGP, in
which each of the two IXP IPs is followed by a single farside
IP. In Case 1, traffic enters the border router sjc2 via two
nearside IPs; and then exits the border router and enters a
geographically nearby IXP (Equnix San Jose) via two IXP
IPs with equal probabilities. The traffic from each IXP IP is
forwarded to one of the two links between IXP and farside
AS. There is no cross traffic, i.e., there are only two unique
paths between the nearside and the farside and traffic does not
mix in the IXP.

Figure 6 illustrates the topology and routing of Case 1. The
figure shows that the traffic is already split before entering
sjc2. We believe this is caused by intra-domain load sharing
and is independent on M-BGP deployment because the traffic
from either ingress interface of sjc2 is forwarded to the
two IXP IPs equally, indicating a full mesh between ingress
interfaces and egress interfaces of sjc2.

Figure 6(b) also shows the traffic to each destination IP. This
suggests two important observations. Firstly, each IXP IP is
used for traffic to half of destination IPs. And secondly, the
choice of IXP IP for each destination IP is permanent. That
is, if an IXP IP is chosen for traffic to a particular destination
IP, this IXP IP will always be used for all future traffic to
that destination. This is exactly the kind of routing property
expected from M-BGP. The same can be observed from the
other cases.

Cases 3 and 4 in Table III are both divergent type, in which
each IXP IP is followed by multiple farside IPs. We take Case
3 as an instance with its topology and routing shown in Figure
7. In this case, traffic again exits sjc2 and enters Equinix San
Jose via two IPs. Each IXP IP is used for traffic to half of IP
addresses in the destination prefix. Traffic from each IXP IP
is then split onto 3 different links between the IXP and the
farside AS with similar proportions.

VII. DISCUSSION

This paper reports our study on the deployment of M-BGP
in a large ISP network of Hurricane Electric or AS6939. We
show that M-BGP is widely deployed by Hurricane Electric
with hundreds of its peering ASes at more than half of its
border routers around the globe. We observe that most of its
M-BGP deployments involve IXP interconnections. All of our
datasets are freely available at a GitHub repository [56].

Since we only make queries to a limited number of prefixes
that belong to each of Hurricane Electric’s peering ASes,

our result provides a lower bound of Hurricane Electric’s
deployment of M-BGP with its peering ASes. We focus on
Hurricane Electric because of its very high centrality in the
Internet routing system. According to CAIDA’s AS Rank [47],
Hurricane Electric is the 7th largest AS in terms of customer
cone size and provides transit between more than 8k ASes
(12% of ASNs in the global routing table). Additionally,
Hurricane Electric is a network of very high peering affinity,
with more than 6k peers and presence at 236 IXPs (more
than any other AS). Therefore, the extent of Hurricane Electric
connectivity combined with its data transparency through the
provided LG makes it an ideal vantage point for understanding
the deployment of M-BGP in the Internet and evaluating the
proposed measurement techniques.

As part of our ongoing work, we are applying our technique
to a much wider list of ASes hosting LG servers that support
the required commands in order to provide a more extensive
view of M-BGP deployments in the wild. Note that the M-
BGP deployments presented in this paper are all via IXP and
multiple inter-domain links. Our preliminary findings from
a wider set of vantage points revealed M-BGP deployments
using single inter-domain links or direct private peerings, and
cases of multipath BGP routes with paths of unequal lengths.
In addition we are expanding our traceroute measurements
to evaluate the efficacy of MDA in discovering these M-
BGP paths and to reveal potential non-canonical M-BGP
deployments that use per-packet load balancing.

We believe that the measurement, characterization and
analysis of M-BGP is of particular interest to both network
practitioners and Internet researchers. The potential of M-
BGP in improving the performance, stability and resilience
of inter-domain paths, has not been yet thoroughly studied
and understood. Therefore, our work can inform and enable
the necessary measurement studies to illuminate this crucial
aspect of BGP.
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